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4. Abstract: 
A visitor to the NYS IPM Program website with a specific mission or one with previous 
experience on the website can navigate and get the information they need. A casual visitor, like a 
homeowner, who encounters the site by chance can get lost or discouraged before they find 
information that captures them. To guide these casual visitors to pertinent information quickly, 
the “What’s Bugging You?” web page was created at 
http://www.nysipm.cornell.edu/whats_bugging_you/. Each pest-specific page linked to off of the 
main page presents basic information on buildings pests. With two mouse clicks from the NYS 
IPM Program home page, visitors can see pictures, learn fast facts, and access other resources 
housed in the NYS IPM Program database.  
 
5. Background and justification: 
The NYS IPM Program website was cumbersome for visitors who encountered the site by 
chance. A catchy, user-friendly page that provided pertinent information to a browsing layperson 
within a few mouse clicks of the page was needed to capture this audience. The “What’s 
Bugging You?” page gets useful information to the visitor quickly and acts as a springboard to 
other parts of the website that contain more detailed information. 
 
6. Objectives: 
a. To make the information available on the NYS IPM Program more accessible to the casual 

visitor. 
b. To increase audience (and stakeholder) ability and confidence in identifying and managing 

building pests. 
c. To provide a quick summary of the biology, behavior, and management of buildings pests 

that will capture visitors. 
 
7. Procedures: 
The text on the "What’s Bugging You?" pest pages was written by Allison Taisey and revised by 
Mary Woodsen. Most of the information was obtained from The Mallis Handbook of Pest 
Control, Ninth Edition, Best Practices for Wildlife Control Operators, and fact sheets developed 
by Dr. Gary Alpert at Harvard University. Once completed, NYS IPM Program staff, Jody 
Gangloff-Kaufmann, Lynn Braband, and Paul Curtis reviewed the content. Karen English 
designed the website and entered the content. After piloting the bed bugs page with homeowners 
who called for bed bug advice, the “What’s Bugging You?” page with all pest links went live in 
late January 2009.  
 
8. Results and discussion: 



A Google search for “bed bug” has 3,030,000 results. 
www.nysipm.cornell.edu/publications/bed_bugs/files/bed_bug.pdf is the 8th result.  
 
Through a search such as this, an inquisitive person could stumble upon the NYS IPM Program 
home page. Once there, the banner “What’s Bugging You?” catches the eye. One mouse click 
and a list of buildings pests including ants, birds, bed bugs, and mold is presented. A click on the 
name of the pest that is bugging you brings up the basics: what it looks like, where it lives, what 
it does, and how you can deal with it. In addition, the bottom of the page has a “Learn More” 
section where up to 5 of the resources contained in the NYS IPM Program’s resource database 
are linked. One can also get to the buildings search form to find all the resources related to the 
pest. Through this streamlined presentation, casual visitors to the NYS IPM Program website are 
just a few mouse clicks away from information they can use. 
 
Although the content on the pest briefings may be enough for someone browsing, the links after 
the “Learn More” heading get the visitor to the in-depth information they may need. This 
presentation was useful for supporting New Yorkers who called the NYS IPM Program with 
questions about bed bugs. In addition to answering questions over the phone, sending them to 
http://www.nysipm.cornell.edu/whats_bugging_you/bed_bugs/default.asp provided the resources 
they would need for answering additional questions. Having the suggested resources listed in one 
place made it easier to help callers because it eliminated the need to attach resources to e-mails 
or guide them through the buildings search form on the website. Callers who accessed the 
website expressed gratitude for the information. One woman e-mailed, “I have read the info. on 
the site you sent me to. Its great, better then all I went to online.” 
 
Because all the pests are listed on one page, a person can easily browse, going into detail through 
the suggested resources as needed. Web usage data is needed to support the hypothesis that, the 
presentation of information on the “What’s Bugging You” pages keeps casual visitors browsing 
the NYS IPM Program site longer than they did before the “What’s Bugging You?” site was 
available. Regardless of the data, the website provides concise information that can be used by 
any audience to manage their household pests using integrated pest management. 
 
Most of 2008 was spent developing the content and designing the pest pages. Now that the site is 
live, it needs to be advertised. Word-of-mouth and e-mail will make the information available 
without additional costs. A key stakeholder for this information is the CCE staff. The site can be 
used to supplement conversations about buildings pests as it was with bed bugs throughout 2008. 
Already, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has picked up on the site. They are working 
on a bed bug web site. At its current stage of development, 
http://www.nysipm.cornell.edu/whats_bugging_you/bed_bugs/default.asp is listed as one of the 
“Useful Links.”  
 
The continued success of the “What’s Bugging You?” website will depend on its accessibility 
from the NYS IPM Program home page. If its success continues, the content could be expanded 
to include other pests that casual visitors and CCE staff would find useful such as pests in small-
scale vegetable gardens. 
 
9. Project location(s): 



The “What’s Bugging You?” website has been nationally advertised through the Florida School 
IPM listserve and is advertised as a new resource on the main page of the NYS IPM Program’s 
website.  

The bed bug section (http://nysipm.cornell.edu/whats_bugging_you/bed_bugs/default.asp) was 
used as the internet reference for New Yorkers who called the NYS IPM Program for bed bug 
support. From this page, the bed bug resources developed by the program can be downloaded. 
See “Educational Outreach for the Prevention and Management of Bed Bugs” for more 
information on these bed bug resources. 
 
10. Samples of resources developed: 





  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 


